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WORDS JACQUI GREIG

Oh, the places they have been and are yet to go 
aptly sums up the journey of Lucy Glade-Wright 
and Jo Harris – the clever sister act behind online 
store Hunting for George, who celebrate success 
with a nod to the past, as they unveil their latest 
Golden Years art series.

YEARS

BRAND PROFILE

B R A N D  P R O F I L E

Since launching their signature art print, ‘Oh the 
Places You’ll Go’, six years ago, Lucy and Jo have 
travelled far. And with them, their customers, who 
the girls notice have become more confident in 
curating the walls of their homes or office spaces 
with art. The two agree that prints are an affordable 
and less intimidating way of finding one’s groove, 
when it comes to collecting and displaying art.

“If you are wanting to cover a large surface area 
but don’t want to invest in one particular artwork, 
a clever option is to buy a few different prints and 
cluster them together. If you decide later that you no 
longer want a print wall, then you can separate the 
prints and put them in other areas throughout the 
house,” says Lucy. 

Lucy says they often draw on nostalgia when 
designing their print collections. Their latest, Golden 
Years, is no exception with a collection of images and 
typography that are timeless and therefore easy to 
style in a range of interiors. 

golden
PHOTOGRAPHY ANNETTE O'BRIEN  /  STYLING RUTH WELSBY  
ART DIRECTION LUCY GLADE WRIGHT  /  WORDS PIP MILLER
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“The collection includes photography from family 
albums that capture a quieter retrospective time,” 
says Lucy.

It is safe to say that Lucy and Jo are big fans of 
going large with artwork, which Lucy says provides 
more impact.  

“We love photographic prints. These are perfect to style 
on their own. Otherwise, we’d recommend abstract 
art prints from our artists, Sarah Kelk and Nathan 
Johnson, to style as stand-alone pieces,” says Lucy.

For newcomers wanting to enter the wonderful 
world of art and ready to experiment with prints, 
Lucy suggests thinking about the size of the print and 
the type of frame first. Then, consider the room in 
question’s colour palette, and try to select artwork 
that highlights and enhances those shades and tonings. 

“You don’t always need to match; however, just keep 
it simple and go with your gut!”

With a new season now upon us, Lucy provides some 
helpful and savvy advice about getting your home 
summer-lifestyle ready. 

“Summer is all about entertaining, so it’s important 
to have a central space where you and your friends 
can congregate. Floor cushions are fantastic, as they 
provide additional casual seating and look great, both 
inside and out. And a trend that will never die is plants. 
Bring more nature inside and outside of your home, 
with potted or hanging plants.” 

“You don’t always need to 
match; however, just keep it  
simple and go with your gut!”

huntingforgeorge.com

@huntingforgeorge
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S T O R E  P R O F I L E

PHOTOGRAPHY LYNDEN FOSS  /  STYLING TAHNEE CARROLL  /  WORDS PIP MILLER

From a light bulb moment during his lunch break, to a successful 
online hub of contemporary furniture and homewares, Geoff 
Karam of Life Interiors has an inspirational story to tell.

STORE PROFILE STORE PROFILE

Not surprisingly, Geoff’s journey to success began 

with a passion for modern furniture and design, and 

an imported container of furniture that he’d sold on 

eBay. From there, success followed suit: First with 

the launch of an online store, and shortly after, Life 

Interiors’ first retail showroom in Sydney’s Pyrmont.

Almost a decade down the track and with many 

lessons learnt along the way, Life Interiors has 

grown to 20 full-time staff; large Sydney and 

Melbourne showrooms; an 8,000 square-metre 

warehouse and a national reach, which sees Life 

Interiors deliver furniture and homewares purchased 

in store, over the phone or online – through its one 

very dynamic online hub, www.lifeinteriors.com.au.

“Our ethos from the beginning was that furniture 

didn’t have to come with a high price tag. If 

purchased, marketed and delivered efficiently, we 

realised we could provide our clients with gorgeous 

and well-priced furniture,” says Geoff. 

According to the Life Interiors team, working in the 

online space comes with its own set of challenges 

– namely, a completely different technology and 

marketing strategy to mainstream retailers. Life 

Interiors’ first objective was to establish an online 

business, albeit without a showroom. This changed, 

life interiors

however, when they recognised the tangible nature of 
selling furniture and homewares – hence the opening 
of a showroom.

“Being both online and in store has helped define 
who we are as a business,” CEO Basil Karam says.

Life Interiors has made it their mission to know and 
understand their customers, and give them exactly 
what they want.

“Our typical retail customer would be females 
between the ages of 25-45, living in metro cities,” 
says Nicole Arvela, showroom and creative >
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Let these three homes be your guide to a modern 
cottage makeover, urban paradise or boho abode.

TOURS
H O M E

M E E T
T H R E E  B I R D S  

R E N O V A T I O N S
Bonnie Hindmarsh, Lana Taylor and Erin Cayless 

are Three Birds Renovations, the Sydney-based trio 

whose combination of talents and collaboration 

has their boutique renovation business soaring to 

ever-new heights. This issue, we take a tour of 

renovation number five for the girls – one 

with extra-special meaning.

Read on for the full home tour.



PHOTOGRAPHY HANNAH BLACKMORE  /  STYLING CLAUDIA STEPHENSON 
INTERIOR DESIGN THREE BIRDS RENOVATIONS  /  WORDS PIP MILLER

alive
The hills are alive with reno number five, for Three 

Birds Renovations. Adore Home takes a tour of their 
fibro shack makeover in Sydney’s Baulkham Hills.

T H E  H I L L S  A R E



HOME TOUR

If you had to choose three words that sum up Three Birds’ 
signature, they’d be ‘light, white and fresh’. Or rather, 
‘a little bit Hamptons, a little bit Scandi, and ultimately, 
eclectic’.  

The girls site their latest project, renovation number 
five, to be their greatest achievement thus far. In just 
nine weeks, they managed to purchase, renovate and 
magically transform an almost century-old cottage into 
a contemporary, light-filled bungalow, which has since 
been snapped up by a lovely young family.

What sets this home apart from the girls’ previous 
projects, though, is a close connection to Bonnie. 
Interestingly, it was once the home of her long-term 
boyfriend, Sam.  What we then learn is that Sam and 
his brother, Tim, were tragically killed in a plane crash – 
which for Bonnie, carries immense sadness, along with 
many fond memories of good times spent at the home. 

“This project was so close to my heart, I felt like I had an 
absolute responsibility to create something beautiful 
that the boys’ mum, Helen, would love. I was determined 
to get it just right, so there was never a stage where we 
compromised on anything – whatever was best for this 
house, is exactly what happened,” says Bonnie. 

The home was originally an old fibro, but in Bonnie’s 
words, had “gorgeous bones” that needed to be brought 
back to life by opening it up and extending, to create two 

living spaces. 

“I also knew the garage had to be converted into a space 
you could live in, and the backyard was crying out for an 
alfresco deck,” she says.

Bonnie says they also paid special attention to 
beautifying the high ceilings, which they lined with 
HardieGroove panelling, while also making a feature of 
the existing decorative skirting boards and cornices.  

Bonnie says the decision to extend the home was a 
priority and, while relatively small, “packed a big punch”. 
Adding a modern ‘black box’ with the existing traditional 
cottage, they effectively delivered the home, with its 
fresh new identity, into the 21st century.

In terms of Bonnie’s favourite elements, she says she 
can’t go past the bathroom tiles used throughout:

“The main bathroom is definitely the favourite bathroom 
of all the houses we have renovated. There was so much 
natural light, which enabled us to use a statement black 
bath by Caroma and one of Amber Tiles’ basic subway 
designs as the background. We laid them in a herringbone 
pattern with dark grout to make them pop.”

Bonnie admits she has an obsession with Scyon wall 
cladding, which is also evident throughout. 

“I adore how it adds texture and layers. We mixed the >
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G A R A G E  C O N V E R S I O N  The lounge 
room (pictured top left and previous page) 
was once part of the original home’s garage. 
Bonnie goes on to explain: “The conversion 
of the garage into a lounge, bedroom and 
laundry was so much fun because of the 
different ceiling angles and heights, and 
the exposed beams. I knew lining the ceiling 
with HardieGroove panelling, keeping the 
exposed beams, and painting the space all 
white would transform the area.”

Sofa, mirror, chair, coffee tables and rug 
from Oz Design Furniture; chandelier from 
Hamptons At Home; cushions from Losari; 
flowers from Faux Flower Company.

D R E A M Y  D I N I N G  Pictured: pendant light from Beacon 
Lighting; cushions by Grace Garrett for Sparkk; Mongolian 
sheepskin from Hides of Excellence; chairs from Barnaby Lane; 
table from Clickon Furniture; artwork by Danielle Cross; ‘Stria’ 
wall cladding from Scyon painted in Taubmans ‘Snow Drop’; ‘Belle’ 
laminate in Alpine Oak Ice Grey by Godfrey Hirst.



materials in this house using both horizontal and 
vertical cladding, thick and thin profiles,” says Bonnie. 

While Bonnie’s role is normally focused on the 
design and creativity of their projects, Erin is in 
charge of operations and Lana, the business and 
marketing. For this project, Erin comments that the 
budget was actually a little bit larger than previous 
renovations because they literally gutted the place, 
taking it back to bare bones.

“I’m really happy with the finished product, and can 
honestly say there isn’t anything we would have 
done differently,” says Erin. 

As Bonnie’s shopping mate for all the fit-out and 
finishings – a job she was more than happy to do – 
Lana says she is normally more “big picture” focussed. 

“I like to see myself as a pragmatic voice that can 
help make those hard decisions,” explains Lana. “Bon 
was a bit unsure about painting the box extension 
such a dark colour, but I really encouraged her to 
take the risk and be bold. The ‘Casino’ colour we 
chose in the end looked fantastic.” 

While the trio are already on the lookout for their 
next big thing, Erin says they are yet to take stock 
and celebrate their latest success, which she says is 
where their traditional “wrap party” will come in: “I 
think that’s when we’ll finally relax, have a drink and 
enjoy the house we built.” 

>
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"/'m really happy with the finished 
product, and can honestly say there isn’ t 
anything we would have done differently."

N A T U R A L  O U T L O O K  “The outlook into the backyard was lush and green, so we 
wanted to maximise that view and bring the outdoors in,” explains Lana. “We created this 
oversized picture window with a built-in bench seat that was almost as wide as a day bed. It 
became our favourite place in the house, and we’ve noticed how all of our visitors gravitate 
to that spot.”  

Sofa, side tables, floor light, buffet, rugs and vessels (on top of coffee table) from Oz Design 
Furniture; armchairs and abstract sculpture (on top of coffee table) from West Elm; floral 
artwork by Danielle Cross; cream goat fur cushion and pink Mongolian sheepskin from Hides 
of Excellence; black and white abstract artwork by Anne Stephenson.

threebirdsrenovations.com

@threebirdsrenovations



H A M P T O N S - S T Y L E  D E C K  Pictured: 
‘Ventura’ striped awning from Luxaflex; outdoor sofa 
and coffee table from Freedom; cushions by Grace 
Garrett for Sparkk; tassel throw from Kip&Co; striped 
pot from Design Twins; rug from Adairs; HardieDeck 
painted in ¼-strength Taubmans ‘Stormy Shadow’.

HOME TOUR
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“Bonnie was a bit unsure about painting the 
box extension such a dark colour, but I really 
encouraged her to take the risk and be bold. The 
Taubmans ‘Casino’ colour we chose in the end 
looked fantastic,” says Lana.

“The extension was relatively small, but packed a big punch. 
It essentially gave us a second living area, and also an identity 
for the back of the house. Our vision was to create a modern 
‘black box’ off this old traditional cottage, bringing the house 
into the 21st century,” says Bonnie.

Lana: on the colour

Erin: on the timing

Bonnie: on the extension design

“As this was our first go at extending a property, I 
would say we learnt a lot. I would allow a bit more time 
for the construction phase next time, so we aren’t so 
rushed in the final few weeks,” says Erin.

E N T R A N C E  Pictured: ‘Stria’ cladding from 
Scyon painted in Taubmans' ‘Gravel’; artwork by 
Amelia Anderson; maroon Mongolian fur throw 
from Hides of Excellence; bench seat by Barnaby 
Lane; stool from James Lane.



HOME TOUR

L U X E  B A T H R O O M  Asked what her favourite features 
were, Bonnie’s reply was the master bathroom’s statement 
Caroma black bath. Another ‘wow’ factor was the basic subway 
tiles from Amber Tiles, laid in an elegant herringbone pattern 
with dark grout. Also pictured: vanity from Carrera By Design; 
countertop in Caesarstone ‘Statuario Maximus’; under-counter 
basin from Caroma; basin mixer by Dorf; pendant light from 
Beacon Lighting; shutters from Luxaflex; marble-look floor and 
wall tiles from Amber Tiles; leopard print towel from Kip&Co.
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J O Y F U L  G I R L' S  R O O M  Pictured: Bed and 
toys from In My Hood Kids; linen from Adairs; cactus 
wallpaper by Grace Garrett for Sparkk.

P L A Y F U L  B O Y ' S  R O O M  “We always like to 
style one or two of the bedrooms for kids. As we are 
in the business of designing family homes, we want to 
showcase how it could look,” says Lana. “Having said 
that, we know our houses also appeal to those who 
may not yet have kids, but want room for their family 
to grow – as exemplified by the young couple  who 
bought this house.” Pictured: ‘PolySatin’ shutters and 
‘Silhouette’ shadings from Luxaflex; linen, cushions, 
rugs and side table from Adairs; toys from In My Hood 
Kids; ‘Wanderer’ (cushion on chair) from Pony Rider; 
chair from Hamptons At Home. 
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T E X T U R A L  B E D R O O M  The master bedroom’s walls were 
cladded in Scyon’s ‘Axon’ vertical wall panels and painted in Taubmans’ 
‘Snow Drop’ – creating the perfect blank canvas for potential home 
buyers. Pictured: side tables from Adairs; sconces from Beacon 
Lighting; artwork by Brycen Horne (available from Berkeley Editions); 
fern print pillowcases, turquoise and mustard lumbar velvet cushions, 
and grey velvet pillowcases from Castle; Icelandic sheepskin from 
Hides of Excellence; ‘Dalmatian’ print sheet from Kip&Co.
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M A K E  A  F E A T U R E  O F  Y O U R

F R O N T  D O O R  B Y  P A I N T I N G  I T

Y O U R  F A V O U R I T E  H U E .  B O N N I E

C H O S E  T A U B M A N S  ' P I N K  D U S T '

T O  C R E A T E  A  P R E T T Y  S C E N E .

FRAMED PRINT ‘We Are Indigos’ print by danielleX pictured in double oak frame (136cm x 98cm) $1980 daniellex.com  /  PENDANT LIGHT ‘Aksel’ six light pendant in brass $895 
beaconlighting.com.au  /  SOFA ‘Charlie’ three-seater sofa in Aurora Lagoon $2799 ozdesignfurniture.com.au  /  SHEEPSKIN Icelandic sheepskin in copper with caramel tips $229 
hidesofexcellence.com.au  /  BUFFET ‘Janda’ buffet $974 ozdesignfurniture.com.au  /  QUILT COVER Kip&Co ‘Dalmatian 101’ reversible quilt cover from $209 kipandco.com.au 
COFFEE TABLE ‘Klein’ coffee table in copper/marble $769 ozdesignfurniture.com.au  /  SCONCE ‘Aksel’ wall light in brass $129 beaconlighting.com.au  /  CHAIR Metal frame 
upholstered chair in dusty blush $999 westelm.com.au  /  MIRROR ‘Jasper’ mirror in white wash $799 ozdesignfurniture.com.au  /  PILLOWCASE Castle ‘Fern’ pillowcase $49 
castleandthings.com.au  /  CUSHION Grace Garrett for Sparkk ‘Obsidian’ cushion cover in ribbon from $93.50 for square sizes sparkkshop.com.au

T O   S T E A L

Style
Love Three Birds Renovations’ chic, 
coastal- meets-contemporary 
style? Get the look with these finds. C
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PHOTOGRAPHY HANNAH BLACKMORE 

STYLING ALANA LANGAN  /  WORDS PIP MILLER

Eve Gunson’s transformative powers with hair and makeup have set 
her apart, and now she adds another string to her bow – applying  

that same artistic force to interior design, with magical results.

I N N E R - C I T Y

OASIS
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When she’s not getting Australia’s television 
personalities and actors camera-ready, Eve Gunson 
will most likely be obsessing over interior design and 
style. This is something she is very passionate about, as 
evidenced in her blog, Dot + Pop, which she intends to 
be a springboard for a future business with partner, Matt 
Benetti – a builder of 15 years. 

Together, the pair have renovated two homes into 
covetable dwellings, and have just completed their third 
– taking a dilapidated, long-forgotten Victorian home 
from worn-out to wow. 

According to Eve, they purchased a building whose 
front was still in its original 1880s condition, with an 
incongruous 1980s-era  extension out the back that 
featured – in her own words – an “oh-so-lovely, lavender 
kitchen”.

From there, the pair set to work, and while living in and 
around the renovation, completed their transformation 
in three years. Incidentally, Matt just so happened to be 
the onsite owner-builder operating under the umbrella 
of his own company, New Living Constructions. 

“The renovation included cutting the house in half from 
the original hallway, and demolishing the entire back 
end. We then started working on the contemporary 

reconstruction, while adding a second story,” Eve says.

Eve’s eye for understated, albeit statement-making style is 

unquestionable and evident in her now-completed home.  

“The overall simplicity of the house comes from the use 

of raw materials, which create a clean finish but still with 

impact. We always favour the use of steel, concrete, timber 

and stone in our renovations, as the backbone of the design.”

According to Eve, materials and texture is everything. 

“We both love timber, and as you can tell, we have 

incorporated it into every room of the house. Using a 

textured woollen rug, a woven linen couch, and wool- 

blend dining chairs – with the addition of steel aspects, 

such as the stair handrail detail – brings the look full 

circle with tones and texture,” she says.

Concrete rendering in the terrace adds to the minimalist 

feel the couple love. Black slats were also chosen to clad the 

boundary walls of the terrace, adding interest and depth. 

In juxtaposition to the hard textures and industrial edge, 

there is a lot of soft layering at work, especially in the 

bedrooms. “I love to layer the beds with beautiful linens, 

bedspreads, throws and cushions, to make them feel 

super plush and inviting,” Eve says.

C U S T O M  C A B I N E T R Y  “As well as designing the house, 
Matt also designed and built key elements such as the black 
oak, floating TV cabinet (pictured here),” says Eve. Also pictured: 
an assortment of ceramics from Ivy Muse and ‘Waterplants – 
Magnolia’ print by Lisa Sorgini.

S E A M L E S S  L I V I N G  The lush, green bamboo in the courtyard is a beautiful sight 
from the open-plan living room. “We also put full height mirrors behind the bamboo, 
which gives it added depth and creates the illusion of space,” says Eve. 

Sofa from Meizai; Bloomingville round navy cushion from Dot + Pop;  brown leather 
cushion from Hide & Co; rug from Halcyon Lake; outdoor furniture from Space To Create.
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RENOVATING 
AN INNER- 
CITY HOME
1
2
3
4
5

Maximise space with careful 
and precise planning. 

The more windows, the 
better. Natural light is key.

Minimise anything that 
encroaches on space or 
closes in rooms.

Less is more with 
interior fixtures.

Quality over quantity.

The kitchen also features a certain softness and 
warmth in its clever use of oak cabinetry, that has 
been elegantly paired with Carrara marble bench 
tops and smoked-mirror splashback, for a more 
sophisticated and modern look. The mirror also 
reflects the bamboo wall outside to create the 
illusion of added space, and to beckon the outdoors 
in. Interestingly, Matt also designed and built the 
black steel and oak linear pendant light.

“We wanted to create an oasis within the inner city 
because we live in such a high density area,” Eve 
says. “Screening the back wall of the terrace with 
mature bamboo gave us privacy, but also a luscious, 
natural green wall.”  

O P E N - P L A N  D E S I G N  “Matt designed 
the kitchen in a way that makes it user-friendly 
– we have a fully integrated fridge, freezer 
and dishwasher, which keeps it looking clean 
and modern,” says Eve. “Being a small open-
plan house, the kitchen is the focal point, and 
keeping the appliances concealed is a must.” 
Even the furniture effortlessly ties in with the 
overall neutral colour palette. ‘Linea’ barstools, 
Ethnicraft circle dining table and ‘Cleo Sleigh’ 
dining chairs all from GlobeWest.  

E V E ' S  T O P  5  T I P S  F O R
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M A S T E R  R E T R E A T   Pillowcases from Adairs; grey 
cushion from Dot + Pop; leather basket from Hide & Co; 
‘Stairs’ print and ‘Olive’ table lamps both from Milk & Sugar; 
Tonfisk coffee cup from Top3; side tables from Zanui; throw 
from Country Road. Pictured opposite page (at bottom) 
‘Flip’ table mirror from Top3. 

G U E S T  R O O M  Artwork 
from United Interiors; side table 
from GlobeWest; pillowcases and 
cushions from Adairs; blanket from 
Milk & Sugar.

“| love to layer the beds with beautiful linens, 
bedspreads, throws and cushions, to make them 
feel super plush and inviting.” 

Celebrity makeup artist and hair stylist by 
day, interiors junkie during the rest of her 
waking hours – Eve decided to follow her 
passion and start her blog, Dot + Pop. Her eye 
for style and natural talent for interior design 
has seen Eve grow quite the following on her 
blog and Instagram. So, what does Eve see 
for her future? 

“I am hoping to move even more into the 
design world, along with continuing to do 
the interior design for our own projects,” 
says Eve. “Moving forward, I would love to 
design interiors for clients, design furniture 
with Matt – and the possibility of styling 
professionally is also on the cards.”

M E E T  E V E
B LO G G E R  TO  FO L LOW

dotandpop.com.au @dotandpop
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BARSTOOL GlobeWest ‘Linea' barstool $565 globewest.com.au  /  TOWEL Ninnho ‘Watermark’ bath towel $79 ninnho.com.au  /  BRASS POT Cooee Home brass flower pot from $89 
dotandpop.com.au  /  OUTDOOR SOFA Space To Create ‘Loop’ two-seater sofa $1755 spacetocreate.co  /  LAMP Milk & Sugar ‘Olive’ table lamp in slate $199.95 milkandsugar.com.au 
SHEEPSKIN Home Republic sheepskin (single size) $169.95 adairs.com.au  /  PRINT ‘Flotsam / Magnolia’ photographic print (unframed) by Lisa Sorgini from $69 lisasorgini.bigcartel.com 
GLASS JAR Zakkia glass jar with brass lid (small) $29 zakkia.com.au  /  JUG Zakkia ‘Speckle’ jug in white $39 zakkia.com.au  /  CUSHION Escape to Paradise quilted cushion in powder blue 
$39.95 escapetoparadise.com.au  /  SIDE TABLE Ivy Muse ‘Prism’ plant stand $180 ivymuse.com.au with Marble Basics marble trivet on top $75 marblebasics.com.au  /  ARMCHAIR Arthur 
G ‘Baker’ chair upholstered in ‘Lux’ velvet in petrol blue $1790 arthurg.com.au  /  CUSHION (ON CHAIR) ni.ni.creative leather tab cushion cover in tan $150 ninicreative.bigcartel.com 
TRAY HAY ‘Kaleido’ tray in apricot (extra small) $36 designstuff.com.au  /  COFFEE TABLE GlobeWest ‘Taj’ rectangular marble coffee table $1330 globewest.com.au

D E S I G N  T I P :  G O T  A  R O O M

W I T H  A  V I E W ?  P L A C E  A

L A R G E  M I R R O R  O P P O S I T E  T H E

W I N D O W  T O  R E F L E C T  T H E  L U S H N E S S .
B A T H R O O M  W I T H  A  V I E W  With its seamless 
integration with the leafy outdoors, Eve’s and Matt’s 
bathroom is a highlight and quite possibly a rare jewel, in 
urban Melbourne. 

“We knew from the start that we wanted the whole wall as 
a window in the bathroom, to let in as much natural light as 
possible, and also to create a feature,” explains Eve. “Filling 
the space outside with a lush, tropical garden brings a fresh 
and modern feeling to the bathroom. We kept everything 
else neutral-toned, with marble and timber accents.”

Achieve a contemporary look like Eve’s with 
these clean-lined pieces. Add texture with 
subtle prints, velvet, and plush sheepskin.

T O   S T E A L
Style
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